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FREDERIC BASTIAT ' S
THE LAW
STUDY GUIDE

by

Thomas J . Shelly
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'

THE LAW

StUdy Guide
1.

"We hold from ·God the gift which includes all others."
,

I

to Frederic Bastiat, is this gift?

What, according

How does this gift include all other gifts?

Page 5.
2.

Why, according to the author, has "the Creator of life • ... :provided us

with a collection of marvelous facultie*'~ Page 5.

3-.-- -Wha:t--does Mr. Bastiat mean when he says on age- 6 rtindividuali ty, liberty,
~

..proper:t.y -- this is man?"
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",ihese three gifts from God. :;: - (life, liberty, and :property\ __ precede all

.

~

human

legislatio~and

)

are superior to it."

Page 6.

Give the author's ex-

planation of this statement.

~

"What, then, is law?" asks Frederic Bastiat.

~-

Why, according

/

to~,

/

How does he answer his question?

· •'

Bastiat, has "each of us a natural right -- from God
:

to defend his person, his liberty, and his
possible further discussion of this

,,

/1

:property~

question~ you

As :preparation for

may want to read one or more

of the following:
-<'

"~o~

of Rights n by Frank Chodorov
"Government and Moral Law" by Ben Moreell
. _(" Liberty: A Path to Its Recovery 11 by F .A. Harper
--.. ·l_ "Sequoyah" by F .A. Harper
..2.
? . 4 a../-~ "/rLr_.-.d' .-... ~~
F TJ. HQ ;-;0Pr
What according to the author, is the principle of collective right?
1

i.

7'

I

is it based on individual right?
~-

'11-"1'-'t'.,t~ ;c/-.<.-I~'V tfA4~

How

·r e~. ··I.{O··frrk·~ 1
)

Since an individual cannot lawfully use force against the person, liberty,

or property of another individual, then the common force cannot lawfully be
used to do it.

Why not?

Why does Bastiat refer to such a use of force as a

perversion of force?

r

Give in detail Bastiat's recipe for "a just and enduring government."

Do you agree?

Explain.

J I

~

7-8 .

1,- 1

~

thanks to the no~~ntervention of the state in private affairs

"
I

our
'

p

wants and their satisfaction would develop themselves in a logical manner." }\· 8.
How .does the author explain this?
~~ ·

~,..~·{ aQQ. prof'itable.

:
1
fJW""

}J 1

Explain.

Should you

wish to read further on this question, you may find the following both interesting

/t_tC ,~ \ f l
fJ

Do you agree with him?

/

I

"'

"Wards of the Government" by Dean Russell
"Government - An Ideal Concept" by Leonard E. Read
"Legalized Immorality" by Clarence Manion

~

{/..

"The law," says Bastiatf\ fage 9, "bas been applied to annihilating the /

,r

~~ "~e<-4 ~ I.~•:Vtk ~~ roAL
justice that it was supposed to maintain." ~ve h~xp anat-i~ ~o you agree?
1\
-

Explain.

In connection with this question you may wish to read, also, one or

more of the following:

/.

.

..L •.

Government - An Id ea l Con cent by Leon~ rd E. Read
Government and Moral Law by Ben Mo r e ell
The Income Tax; ~R o ot ~f All Evil by Frank Chodorov. Chapter 3
The K~v to Pe~ ce 'bv C]P rence Manion . Chanters 3 and 5
Le~Plized Imrnor alitv bv Cl~ r ence Manion
Pronerty R"P"hts and HumRn RiP"hts by Paul L . Poirot
So~e of Right_s ~y Frank C~odorov
The State bv Fr~d er ic Bastiat
Unders <mdinP: O'lr Fr ee Economv bv Fred RoP"ers Fairchild . Chapt er 45
Where We Are At hv Thomas H. Barbe r
urve 1LL~ra~1ons

14.

snowing tne extent to vntcn this statement is true.

"All the measures of the law should protect property, and punish plunder".
10.

Why?

In your opinion, does the federal income tax protect property?

E~lain.

"Income Tax - Root of
All Evil" by Frank Chodorov, "Property Rights and Human Rights" by Paul L.
Poirot, "Key to Peace" by Clarence Manion, Chapter

, "Source of Rights"

by Frank Chodorov.
15.

"It is easy to understand, "says Bastiat on Page 11, "how law, instead

of checking injustice, becomes the invincible weapon of injustice.
easy to

~tand

It is

why the law is used by the legislator to destroy in varying

degrees among the rest of the people, their personal independence by slavery,

•'

3.
their liberty by oppression, and their property by plunder."
explanation.

Do you agree with his explanation? Explain.

Give his
Should you need

further help in considering this question you may find it in Chapter Three of
"The Key to Peace, by Clarence Manion, "The Income Tax - Root of All Evil" by
Frank Chodorov, "Where We Are At" by Thomas H. Barber, 'Understanding Our Free
--.Economy" by Fred Rogers Fairchild, Chapter 45.
J'O ~.

Who, in a democratic society1 are the victims of lawful plunder? ~he

majority?

~he

minorities? All? Explain your answelj:

One or more of the following readings may prove useful to you in considering
the implications of this question:
~

t

17.

...

nTo Com:nunism :Via Majority Vote" by Ben Moreell
"Government an Moral Law" by Ben Moreell
"Legalized Immoralityu by Clarence Manion

According to their degree of enlightenment, says Bastiat, page 11, these

plundered classes may propose one of two entirely different purposes when they
attempt to attain political power. "Either they may wish to stop lawful
plunder, or they may wish to share in it."

Why does Mr. Bastiat say "Woe

\.to the nation when this latter purpose prevails ..•• ?"
What happens "when law and morality contradict each otherJ)"
Are

~wand justice ~necessarily ~e

and the same thing?

~-rl"

7<.

12 ,

Explain.

Give examples in addition to those given on~age 13.

~~ ~.''If you suggest a doubt as to the morality of these institutions) (slavery,
I·

restrictions, and monopoly), it is boldly said that lou are a dangerous
innovator, a utopian, a theorist, a subversive; you would shatter the foundation
Ul

upon which society rests. '

Page 13.

Give Mr. Bastiat's explanation of this

statement.
21.

One important fact in the life of Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) is
,,
'
that he was the author of Social ~ntract. (}§other !_s t_!lat he-Vas the author

.

of"'Emile.'' What are these books about?-- For a criticism of theSocial

....

-

--

~ntract

you might consult Chapter Two of "The Key to Peace" by Clarence Manion, ~Jl(l

.Q__.

4.

-

for a cri-ticism of Emile you would probably find "A Layman's Guide to

·/~ational Theory"
L!J.

~.

Bastiat says on j age 14, "In fact, serious objections may be made to

universal suffrage."
with them?
23.

by Coulter and Rimanoczy to be of considerable help.

Explain.

What are the objections which he makes?

j',

'~ r..~ (:i...._ ~

-e.:,~{).

I •.1

What does he say is "the motive" which causes the right of suffrage

to be based upon the supposition of incapacity?"
24.

F10

Do you agree

Page 15.

"In/ act, if law were restricted to protecting all persons, all liberties,

and all properties •.. is it likely that we citizens would then argue much
about the extent of the franchise?"

Page 16.

Why not? What is the author's

explanation of this statement?
25.

"But on the other hand," says Bastiat, P. 17, "imagine that this fatal

principle has been introduced."

Under the pretense of organization, regulation,

protection, or encouragement, the law takes property from one person and gives
it to another .•.• " Why would the excluded classes furiously demand the right
to vote?
26.

Why would beggars and vagabonds then demand the right to vote?

"As long as it is admitted that the law may be diverted from its true

purpose -- that it may violate property instead of protecting it -- then
everyone will want to participate in making the law."
Why?

What reason does Mr. Bastiat give? Do you agree?

Slavery and tariffs in 185S

Page 18.

II

~Awhere,

Explain.

~ '~re the only two issues,'' said Bastiat

contrary to the general spirit of the republic of the

United States, law has assumed the character of a plunderer."
Do you agree with his explanation of this statement? Explain.

Page 19.
Why does he

use the word republic to designate the United States (in 1850) rather than

~ ~~ ~"("-A ~

the word democracy?
ijL.I.r.r;
11
..,.,.
,~ tt/1 ,.. 'it'\ "'0 4 t•' ~ ~
'25. Explain how the abolition and/or the extension of slavery were "bones
of contention" between the

~orth

and

~outh

in the United States in 1850.

W, JJ,

t,~~.

,.

5.

yf, ~.

Explain why the protective tariff was <

thorn in the

southern states of the U. S. in the 1820's and 1830's.
(

side~ the

What was John C.

Calhoun's attitude toward the protective tariff in 1828 and on the question
o£ states' rights and the Union?
'~· ~.

Writing about the United States in 1850.> Bastiat says ~n fage 19, "~ 1

la~ lu)s

COljiB

_l.o

be~ c-umen~~f inJ.ust~'-

f>

1-r 'f'bJ. v~

{1. ~.

wrust did he

•

~ean? J.. ~ ~"

~ t~.rl'. ~~ ~ ~

How does Mr. Bastiat distinguish between legal and illegal plunder?

l jr:.t .

-r:v.f\ 19,. 20.

1\A·
"(!""

~.

"Sometimes the l~f defends plunder and participates in it • ••• In short, there
•''

is a legal plunde~ Give the author's explanation. Jtij.t!/~{)

•

~.

On ;age 21 ~ Bastiat tells us how weJ may identify legal plunder
'"/( ,,..---*~ N,.IA..f) .:.t • ....t:r·
"quite simply. 11 How? 'l'hep ~ fages 36-4o in The Key to Peace by Clarence &.

Manion ~ nd

34.

'

.

To Communism via Majority

Vote ~y f i

•••1 Ben Moreell.

"The person who profits from this law will complain bitterly. 11

Are there persons who profit from the federal income tax law?

Why?

If so, how do

they profit? and why would they complain if the law should be repealed?

You

might read Clarence Manion's Key to Peace, Ben Moreell's To Communism via
Majority Vote" and Frank Chodorov's Income Tax-Root of all Evil to find out
how the thinking of these authors on this subject compares with yours.
~

W.

According to Bastia; the following are some of the forms of legal plunder:

subsidies, progressive taxation, public schools, minimum wages.
to

hi~ is

legal plunder?

Using this

definitio~ explain

legal plunder just mentioned exemplifies the definition.

.;;;·

Wha~ according

how each of the forms of
Do you agree with the

definition? ~th the examples given? Explain.
~,..~ ~ ~~,
I , ~~ .,
t uf
te ~ ~ if ~
, ~
if>. On fage 22 Bastiat says " .... if you wish to be strong, begin by rooting

~ ~ tT.

out every particle of socialism that may have crept into your legislation.,

Do

r-

you agree?

Explain.

-{ r

r

.

,

,_JQ-_, r ,

6.
Question #36 continued:
Consult a history book to find out to what extent socialism had crept into
legislation in France during the presidency of Louis Napoleon 1848- 185l) i.e.

J

at the time Bastiat wrote the admonition just quoted.
) Has socialism crept into legislation in the United States during the past
half century? Earl Browder has a good answer to this question which you may
want to read.
~C:Essays

You will find it quoted in The Communist Idea (

ta[{ l~il

on Liberty

See also_, To Communismt\via Majority Vote by Ben Moreell.

l

,:1+

-il'r

"Socialists desire to practice legal plunder; not illegal plunder o "

o

'

~' '

?

~ . G}le Bttiat's explanation of this statement. Do you agree? Explain.
~ . /'(...
,,
. , ..vu a«... z
See a~so A Les on in ~oc ialism..8 f!t 4 ~'"~ n.et..4/
t(r
11

11

;{

ljl

j/

~ __/

/

38 .

ro

ommunis,. ~~art II by Earl Browder.

The Road Ahead, by John T. Flynn.

fJ,.. HBA .;
L/f~.! ~~ _ ~

"As long as legal plunder continues to be the main business of the legislature,"

says Bastiat, (P. 23) socialists cannot be prevented from entering the legislative
Palace. -Why--not?
~.

On / ages 23 and 24 Bastiat mentions three ways of settling the

questio~
I

of legal plunder.
{pr~nciple~

one

f

/

/_

fo ) .

,JJ .J:t:c'.
P~

only~

of these

three~

"This

I shall proclaim with all the force of my lungs." Why?

~

" ~ can anything more than the absence of plunder be required of the law?

24 • How does

41.

~(

The law, he says, can follow

~hor
t

1\

Bastiat answer this question?

"Law is organized justice. If

P. 24 How does the author explain this

statement?

:71· ...4-2-:,. ..

f?'"

·is /11 ~
"The most popular fallacy of our times," wrote Bastiat <(_- in 1859
' • ~. I
I
~r
'"
K hat the lawl should RQ;t . .iy be just; bu:t-tb&t- it Noe'~ -&l.SIQ be philanthropic* ,.,
J.-~U

7.
#42 Continued:

?

~These

two uses of the law are in direct contradiction to each other.
J
1,'(
choose between thell111 i A Give his explanation. Do you agree7 Explain.

the foregoing statements to the United States of 1956.

, tj.

1+3-:

We must
Apply

Are they true?

Explain.

Bastiat says on f age 25 that enforced fraternity destroys liberty.

his explanation.

Give

How does this reasoning apply to the idea of involuntary

racial desegregation?

"l

~

"Plundef violates ownership. "

statement.
~(Ja

~ ~

Give the author's explanation of this

~. 26,. 27.

Protectionism, socialism, and communism are basically the same plant

in three different stages of its growth."

P. 27. How does Bastiat explain this?
I

Do you agree?

Jl

~.

Explain.

Since the law organizes justice, why should it not also organize labor,

education, and religion?

P. 28.

iihat is the author's answer to this question?

See pages 28,~
and 29.
~
Why, according to Bastiat, is the political approach to the problem of

/ 41-

inequality a remedy that is worse than the "disease" itself?

See Pages 29, 30.

Do you agree? Explain.

48.

"The law is not a breast that fills itself with milk," says the author

on Pages 30, 31.

To what does he refer?

Is the federal income tax law in

the United States" a breast that fills itself with milk"?

Explain.

See A

Lesson in Socialism, also.

49. What does Bastiat say about compulsory education? Page 31. Do you agree?
Explain.

50.

II

need I point out what a violent and futile effort it is to use force

in the matters of morality and religion?"
this.. question?

7</t;.~ ~-lk
cd~<·~7!
£

P. 32.

How does the author answer

...
8.

W

W.

"Socialism ••• confuses the distinction between government and society."

32.

P~

How, according to the author?

Do you agree? Explain.

I.

~·

Bastiat asks onjage 33, "How did politicians ever come to believe this

~.

weird idea that the law could be made to produce what it does not contain -the wealth, science, and religion that, in a positive sense, constitute prosperity?"
How

~oes
~~~

~

I

he answer this question?

,,

~ocialists wish to play God, says the author, jages

does he offer in support of this contention?

7f

7

34-36. What evidence

{-4-,r~

~r.;l(:~ ~L

L....-.,

/

J!f> j *·

"They -- the socialist writers of the nineteenth century) - ... assume that

if the legislators left persons free to follow their own inclinations, they would
arrive at atheism instead of religion, ignorance instead of knowledge, poverty
instead of production and

excbang~"

pp. 35,. 36.

According to these writers mankind tends toward degeneration and is
stopped from this downward course only by the mysterious hand of the legislator .
~

Do you agree with these writers? Explain.
Bastiat does not agree with them1 because1 as he says, the law is frequently

an instrument of plunder, and thus hastens the degeneration of men.
&

trta- w;~ement?

Is this ~~?

Explain.

"'

Consult the Encyclo edia Brittanica, or similar references, for an
account of the life e f Bishop Jacques B~nigne Bossuet (1627-1704) .
Give Bastiat's criticism of the Bishop ' s defense of compulsory labor
~ · 3~,

and of his defense Of paternal government. Pt. 38 ,
Find out what you can about the life and career of Archbishop Fran1ois

F~nelon

~

( 1651-1715).

'?Yv___s.__

B~s,tiat 's

critic ism of Fenelon 1 s Utopia of Salentun rt;
._/;
-:;t;- ~ ~r~ ·-L~.~
Telemachus, an~dyl on Crete? ~. 39-41.
T~e Road to Serfdom by

1\ Friedrich

A. Haye

Hhat is

fc~ ~~-"':""

J

I f/Jb

~~

"Now listen to the great Montesquieu on this same subjec:r
on ~age 41.

says Bastiat

Consult an encyclopedia to find out why Bastiat calls
•
Montesquieu great.f What role

finds them not to his liking.

J1 ~

Why?

.D¥oo....,...

In what respects?~A 41-43

Give the important facts in the life of Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) .

Give a description of his boo) The Social Contract.

Explain the effect of this

book on (a) the American Revolution (b) the French Revolution.

Sea~pter ~o

in Clarence Manion 1 s The Key to Peace.
~
See:
The Heresy of Democrasy by lord Percy of Newc8stle . PR~e~~
The Kev to Peace bv Cl qrence Manjon . Chanter ?
A Lavm:m'~ Gnirle to EducAtional Theorv bv C011lter and
Rjmanocvv. Page g~, ~
Three Reformers - Luther, Q..~artes, and Rousseau by
-

J .a caues N.~.ar· ain

-

/(J
On j age

44 Bastiat says " • although he (Rousseau) bases the social

structure upon the vill of the people, he has ••• completely accepted the theory
of the total inertness of mankind in the presence of the legislators". ) Give his
theory.

To what extent

1j_ ..

I

ku
~

this theory

60.~The first and fundamental characteristic of democracy is that it is an

exclusive religion.

Of that religion, Rousseau was the first prophet."

This

statement can be found on Page 26 of The Heresy of Democracy by Lord Percy of
Newcastle.

(a) ifhat1 according to Lord Percy, did Rousseau have to do with

making democracy a religion.~ ~
61.

"Jean Jacques Rousseau vas one of the strangest phenomena of the 18th

century."

This statement is to be found on Page 98 of A Layman's Guide to

Educational Theory, by Coulter and Rimanoczy.

What reasons do these authors

give for this statement? Additional information on this question may be found
in Three Reformers - Luther, Descartes, and Rousseau, by Jacques Maritain.
62.

In your opinion, is it probable that Rousseau, if he were now living,

vould favor the progressive income tax as it operates in the United States?

63.

After you have read the quotation from Raynal, on;?age
-.

.J

to read P2!nning for Freedom by Ludwig von

/3~

Mise ~~in

Ats

47, you may want

order to consider a different

point of viev.
What is liberty?
you agree?

~~

Give Bastiat's answer to this question. Page 51.

Explain.

j' 65~.r-~P~.ccording to the author,

~is
66.

tyranny can be

Do

?

philanthropic~ Page 52 . Give

explanation.
Dictatorship is a necessary outgrowth of socialism.

does Bastiat say on this subject? ;(. 53.

Do you agree? What

See, also, A Lesson in Socialism,

It
~~sui~ your history book ~or an account o~ the struggle between the

~-and the Jacobins at the beginning of The
.Jit • How di~Robe~i.erre co~ :t9 power? What,.~nner~ af
.&c

~ 6 . 68.

1

.tk ~'4 ..1.1-~' h

~~ ~ .

French Revolution 1789-1791•

man w.s he?

Pp.,

54,.. 55 ,

What 'Was th; "N~tional ~rkshops """program in the France 9f 1848? What

connection did Louis Blanc have with this socialistic scheme?

.I

-

lilp.

56_. 57.

How did 'forkshops" pave the way for the rise to power of Napoleon III?
Compare the "National Workshops!(' idea with the American New Deal's W.P.A. and
P.W.A.
~£9.

On Page 58 author Bastiat says:

"Let the reader ans;.;er that question."

~~ques-tion?

;,it;

=/0.

~

three ideas form the sacred symbol of those who proclaim themselves

totally democratic." P , 58. What are these three ideas?
1
criticism of them. Do you agree? Explain.

Give the author's

./

6o.

11.

Give Louis Blanc's criticism of liberty as reported by Bastiat on~

1~

The socialistl(the social democrats), says Bastiat, fear all liberties.

Page 61.

He says 1 for example1 that they fear liberty of conscience, liberty of

education, liberty of labor, liberty

o~

trade, and liberty of association.

What

are the reasons which he gives?
,,~

73.

"If people are as incapable, as immoral, and as ignorant as the politicians
H

indicate, thef why is the right of these same people to vote defended with such
passionate insistfnce?" Page 62.

What politicians?

Rousseau? Robespierre?

Louis Blanc? Explain in each case •
II

• do they (the legislators) believe that they themselves are made of

a finer clay than the rest of mankind?"

With what reasoning does Bastiat answer

this question?

/ 77.

" ••J these organizers des ire access to the tax funds and to the power of

,,

the law in order to carry out their plans." P,. 63.
Do you agree?

Explain.

Why, according to the author?

Also, you may want to sample one or more of the following

--

-

readings:
J

3
II

,..,

Income Tax8ll:&at. ' - Root of /}.11 Evil by Frank Chodorov.
Ordeal by Planning by John Jewkes.
Planned Chaos, by Ludwig von Mises.
Planning for Freedom~ by Ludwig von Mises.
The liberal Ijn the Modern World, by Towner Phelan.

Bastia) (writing in 1850) J says, on fa.ge 64: "France also leads all other
n r
nations as the one where revolutions are constantly to be, e~ee~d." Was not
I

the French Revolution of 1789 designed to end all revolutions?

Explain.

I t

Is

the United States "a place where revolutions are constantly to be expeCted"?
If not, why not?
The Key to Peace.

You may want to read Chapter Two of Clarence Manion's
In this

~hapter, ~Manion

compares, most interestingly, ·

the American and French revolutions.
On fage 65 Bastiat

ask~

"Is not the law omnipotent?"

Give his answer

to this question.
~

Bastiat's question to the decision of the Supreme Court of the

-United States outlawing racial segregation in the public schools.
need help

~n

Should you

your thinking about this question you may find it in: A Solution

of Our Public School Problem, by Frank Chodorov in Human Events, May 19 1 1954,
e~ight to Interpose by James J. Kilpatrick in Human Events, December 24, 1955/

"A science of economics must be developed before a science of politics
can be logically formulated."

P,_ 67.

Give the authors explanation of this

statement.
/

~

19.

What is his answer to the

questions~ ''What

is Jaw?"

"What ought it to be?"

r,

p" 67.

6

-86.

"It is not true," says Bastiat, "that the legislator has absolute power

over our persons and property."
Explain.

P}.. 67.

Give his explanation.

Do you agree?

/3
i
What1 according to him, is the proper function of law.

P. 67.

What does he mean when he says "law is justice"? P . 68.
"The mission of the law is not to oppress persons and plunder them of
their property, even though the law may be acting in a philanthropic spirit."

Pff<

68.

Give the author's explanation.

Do you agree?

Explain.

To help you

in your thinking on this question you may want to read.__._ _, Charity

I

Biblical and Political, by Russell J. Clinchy.
~q f1!t.

"All of these proposals are the high road to communism

What proposals?

II

p

~

70 .

Do you agree? Explain.

"Law is justice.
can be conceiveq".)

P~

In this proposition a simple and enduring government

70

Why does Bastiat use the adjectives simple and enduring here?

"Law is justice.
be anything else. "

tI

8';.

And it would indeed be strange if law could properly

P. 71.

Give the author's explanation of this statement.

"Does it follow that if we receive no energy from the law, we shall

receive no energy at all?"
In this

P. 71 What is Bastiat's meaning?

connectio~ you

may want to read The Mainspring of Human Progressl

by Henry Grady Weaver, ,.Chapters I and. IIj and The God of the Machine by Isabel
Paterson, _¢hapte~I and II.
"It is only under this law of justice that mankind will achieve • • •
God's design for the orderly and peaceful progress of

_Q

I

humanity' ~

f.V ._,

Pfi 72

Why does the author use the adjectives orderly and peaceful here?
~- Do you agree with his view?

Explain.

"Which countries contain the most peaceful, the most moral, and. the
happiest people?"

P~

73.

What is the author's answer to this question?

Do you agree?

Explain .

on j ages 74~ 75, Bastiat explains why he should not be classed as
a reformer .

As a part of his explanation he reports a story from a celebrated

traveler. ~How
reformer?

does the story illustrate his contention that he is not a

"May they (the legislators and do-gooders ) reject a l l s ystems and try
l iberty •• •• " P. 75 .
I

What are Bastiat 1 s reasons f or his exhortation to them

and to you and ;tJ me -- to try liberty?
Law, says Bastiat, is, essentially, organized justice .
however, it, not infrequently, is organized injustice .
dis obey an

"unj~er;;r;;;; answer, y~

Being man- made,

'\-lould you knoVingly
1

1

might l ook up the history o£

he Prohibition law ( the 18th Amendment) in the United States .

--

The Greek dramatist Sophocles (496- 406 B. C. ) in his Antigone has Antigone
speak to King Creon thus:
II

''.Xor Q~ I Eieeem i;fiy wd ic+s strang enons ll ~ Qlii:B@ fPom
.mcrta J mea, ~e eeb a t nought the unwritten laws of God
that know not change . "
Get a copy of Antigone and read the dialogue between Creon and Antigone
in order to discover the circumstances of Antigone ' s devotion to "the unwritten
laws of God that know not change," rather than to the written la'Yl$of mortal
'

man t

,

94.

~Q1owet):not only ,~ha;>.ge, bu}.kno~eth, also, wickedness and injustice . ''

t..~
t ~
~~
~
:
After you have completed the preceding exercise, read Endowed by Their

Creator, by Raymond Moley.

~

This article appeared in Newsweek, December 27, 1954 .

It is reprinted in the AppendiX to this Study Guide for your convenience.

The

following eight questions are based on th.Sarticle:
95 .

Consult the Encyclopedia Britannica for a biography of Francisco Suarez

(1568-1617), and of Hugo Grotius (1583 - 1645) .
96.

What did Suarez and Grotius teach concerning "the law of nations," and

"the natural law?"

See "The Natural Law in the Renaissance Period, 11 by

Heinrich A. Ronunen.

See, also "The Higher Law, 11 by Harold R. McKinnon.

97.

Mr. Moley says in this article:

"My own interpretation of the Declaration

of Independence is that it committed itself to the natural law, but in sufficiently

I

broad terms to include the views of both Suarez and Grotius .

For it asserted

our right to independence lay in the laws of nature and of nature's God.
ive his explanation, paying special attention to the underlined expressions .
Do you agree with Mr. Moley ' s explanation?

Explain.
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98.
/

"There can be no question about Jefferson's personal dedication to the

doctrine of natural law."

I 99.

Give Mr. Moley's explanation of this statement.

Find out fron the Encyclopedia Britannica what you can about Sir Edward

Coke, (1552-1634).

Give his explanation of natural law.

100. Who was Sir William Blackstone (1723-1780)? Describe his contribution
to the philosophy of freedom.

101. Give as many reasons as you can why Americans should be grateful to
Suarez, Grotius, Coke, and Blackstone.

Should you need help in preparing this

exercise, you may find it in "The Higher Law," by Harold R. McKinnon, in "Natural
Law Institute Proceedings 1947, 1948, University of Notre Dame - Volumes I and II
and in "The Natural Law, 11 by Heinrich Rommen.

102.

Mr. Moley says:

"Despite our pious protests, we shall lose moral leadership

unless we square our educational theories, our public life, and our political
principles with the natural law."

1

What 1 specifically1 does Hr . Moley mean.·

Should you need help in considering this question you will probably find
in one or more of the following readings:

11

o,..-

"~''The

Higher Law 11 by Harold R. McKinnon
j/) "The Natural Law Philosophy of Founding Fathers ~y Clarence E. Manion
t!f ~%e Natural Law and Pragmatism.UC....Uy Ben W. Palmer
"'Source of Rights ""'by Frank Chodorov
~
r--J..
~1 ~~~~~y F. A. Harpel;- pp. 14 ff.
-;·., • '4f~'1~~{C..
Ft1~
How to Keep Our Liberty~~''""'by Raymond Holey - Chapter I
<f
"Government and Moral Law,. by P a i '7!!1 Ben Moreell
"'Pile N~.t awed: IJ:iw" -.i:Q, Concept o:f F..z:.eedo~es 124· 1.16-180
""The Horal Foundation of Democracj' by John H. Hallowell. .. Chapter IV
· 11 .MThe Public Philosophy" by Walter Lippmann, P..ages 107-109· aad 173-174
' ....,'Man and the State 11 by Jacques Maritain. Chapter IV
. (
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